Domestic

Lower Lights Community
Health Center (LLCHC)

Ministering the love of Christ as a model,
full service medical home, focusing on
whole-person wellness; available to all in
Central Ohio, regardless of ability to pay.
LLCHC’s success lies within the stories of
the lives that are changed every day. Here
are a few:  

• A 44-year-old single mom, with two college degrees, lost her job and insurance.
Her diabetes was out of control because
she could not afford her medications.
Through our charitable pharmacy and
our financial counselor, we got her the
medications and got her signed up for
insurance.

LLCHC offers dental services in our
on-site dental office.

Lower Lights Christian Health Center
1160 W. Broad Street
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• A middle-aged, hardworking man came
to us in 2011. He did not have health
insurance. He was able to get the medical care he needed at LLCHC. Later, he
developed lung cancer which had spread
to his brain. LLCHC helped him navigate
the health care system and gave support
to his oncology plan while incorporating social services and spiritual care
support. This is a great example of how
important the primary care provider/patient relationship is in whole-person care.
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• A patient in our new dental office started
to cry while being treated by our dentist,
not because he was in pain, but because
he was so thrilled that after 25 years, he
finally had access to dental care.
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These stories are just a small sample of the
impact LLCHC makes through each of our
five health centers and 38,000 patient visits
on average per year. LLCHC is making a
difference in the lives of the people across
Central Ohio as we strive to transform the
health of our community.
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Please pray for
LLCHC to continue to grow services
across our sites to serve 15,000
patients by 2017.
LLCHC to be able to bring the right
staff to our centers.
n

The completion of the entire building
at 1160 W. Broad Street with many
services, such as a nonprofit grocery,
a day resource center, a hair salon
and other services.
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